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Abstract

Although most experimentally characterized proteins with similar sequences assume the

same folds and perform similar functions, an increasing number of exceptions is emerg-

ing. One class of exceptions comprises sequence-similar fold switchers, whose secondary

structures shift from α-helix <-> β-sheet through a small number of mutations, a

sequence insertion, or a deletion. Predictive methods for identifying sequence-similar

fold switchers are desirable because some are associated with disease and/or can per-

form different functions in cells. Here, we use homology-based secondary structure pre-

dictions to identify sequence-similar fold switchers from their amino acid sequences

alone. To do this, we predicted the secondary structures of sequence-similar fold

switchers using three different homology-based secondary structure predictors:

PSIPRED, JPred4, and SPIDER3. We found that α-helix <-> β-strand prediction discrep-

ancies from JPred4 discriminated between the different conformations of sequence-

similar fold switchers with high statistical significance (P < 1.8*10−19). Thus, we used

these discrepancies as a classifier and found that they can often robustly discriminate

between sequence-similar fold switchers and sequence-similar proteins that maintain

the same folds (Matthews Correlation Coefficient of 0.82). We found that JPred4 is a

more robust predictor of sequence-similar fold switchers because of (a) the curated

sequence database it uses to produce multiple sequence alignments and (b) its use of

sequence profiles based on Hidden Markov Models. Our results indicate that inconsis-

tencies between JPred4 secondary structure predictions can be used to identify some

sequence-similar fold switchers from their sequences alone. Thus, the negative informa-

tion from inconsistent secondary structure predictions can potentially be leveraged to

identify sequence-similar fold switchers from the broad base of genomic sequences.

K E YWORD S

bioinformatics, metamorphic proteins, protein fold switching, protein secondary structure
prediction, protein structure prediction

1 | INTRODUCTION

Most known folded proteins assume one stable structure that per-

forms one specific function. Nevertheless, an increasing number of

exceptions to this one-structure-one-function paradigm have been

identified.[1–3] For example, extant (or single-sequence) fold-switching

proteins remodel their secondary (and tertiary) structures in response

to cellular stimuli, leading to changes in function and regulation.[4,5]
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Recent evidence suggests that single-sequence fold-switching

proteins are likely more abundant in nature than currently reflected in

the Protein Data Bank (PDB), an online repository with nearly

160 000 experimentally determined protein structures.[6] To date,

there are just under 100 proteins with at least two sequence-identical

PDB entries that have substantially different secondary and tertiary

structures[5] (Figure 1). One explanation for their likely underrepresen-

tation is that the structures of these sequence-identical fold

switchers, because of their multi-conformational nature, are difficult

to characterize experimentally. Indeed, a significant number of these

proteins have been discovered since the development of more

advanced methodologies for structure determination, such as cryo-

EM and solid-state NMR.[4,5] Additionally, solution NMR has been

used to discover[8–10] and characterize[11,12] a number of fold

switchers, yet NMR structures comprise <8% of all protein structures

currently in the PDB. Furthermore, the appropriate stimulus (e.g., pH

change, interacting protein) to induce fold switching may also be

unknown, leading to only one conformation being found. This lack of

functional information could potentially give fold-switching proteins

the false appearance of assuming only one stable fold.

In spite of the technical limitations that likely hamper the discovery of

more fold switchers, interest in their structures, functions, and mechanisms

has grown for several reasons. Firstly, fold-switching proteins are associ-

ated with a number of diseases, including Alzheimer's,[13] autoimmune

dysfunction,[14] and bacterial infection.[8] Secondly, fold switching appears

to be a widespread mechanism for biological regulation across all domains

of life.[4] For instance, fold switchers control the expression of bacterial vir-

ulence genes,[8] underlie the periodicity of a cyanobacterial circadian

clock,[9] and regulate Cl− concentrations in human microglia.[13] Finally, fold

switchers, along with intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs)[15] and

morpheeins,[16] challenge the paradigm that a protein's amino acid

sequence encodes a single secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structure.

It would be ideal to have computational methods that accurately and

rapidly identify extant fold-switching proteins from their sequences alone

- both for the basic understanding of protein folding that this would repre-

sent, and for the ability to make and test predictions of unknown fold

switchers. Although such methods are not yet available, several advances

suggest that they could be achieved. Firstly, proteins with identical

sequences but different folds have been designed computationally. Specif-

ically, Ambroggio and Kuhlman designed Sw2, a 32-residue peptide that

switches from a trimeric helical bundle into a zinc finger fold in response

to changes in pH.[17] More recently, Wei et al. designed XAA_GVDQ,

which forms a homotrimeric helical bundle with long helices in its crystal

structure but short helices in its NMR structures.[18] Secondly, co-

evolutionary methods can correctly identify fold switching and other con-

formational changes in proteins, such as rotational motions, with reason-

able accuracy.[19,20] Thirdly, fold switchers were predicted blindly using a

computational method that searches for discrepancies between predicted

and experimentally determined secondary structures.[5,21] Although the

scope of this latter method is highly constrained because it requires the

protein of interest to have at least one experimentally determined struc-

ture, it is a step in the right direction.

Our ultimate goal is to expand the predictive scope of algorithms

that identify sequence-identical fold switchers. Specifically, we seek to

develop a fast, high-throughput method to assess fold switchers using

their sequences alone (i.e., without using solved protein structures to

make predictions). Such a method could be used to identify potential

fold-switching sequences from hundreds of millions of candidates as

opposed to the less than 200,000 candidates available in the PDB.

As a step toward this goal, here we present a comparative

approach that assesses whether two different proteins with high

levels of aligned similarity assume the same fold or different ones

(hereafter called sequence-similar single-fold proteins and sequence-

similar fold switchers, respectively; Figure 1). In contrast to single-

sequence fold switchers, sequence-similar fold switchers remodel

F IGURE 1 Definitions of single-sequence fold switchers,
sequence-similar fold switchers, and sequence-similar single-fold

proteins. Gray regions are structurally unchanged between the two
conformations. Upper/lower sequences and secondary structures
(rounded rectangle = helix, arrow = strand, line = coil) correspond to
protein structures on the left/right, respectively. Middle sequences
(black) show amino acid identities (letters) and similarities (+). PDB IDs
(Left to right, top to bottom): 4QHF, 4QHH, 3BD1, 5W8Z, 1FYN,
6XVM. Cartoon diagrams were made in PyMOL[7]
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their secondary structures in response to mutation. High levels of

aligned similarity strongly suggest that the secondary structure remo-

deling of sequence-similar fold switchers was induced by mutation, as

opposed to alternative mechanisms, such as non-homologous

sequence replacement.[22] For this use, we define high levels of

aligned similarity as either (a) >70% similar but less than 100% identi-

cal or (b) 100% identical but differing by an insertion or deletion at the

N- or C- terminus. Additionally, we required pairs of sequence-similar

fold switchers to have at least one region of aligned sequence (i.e.,

sequence: sequence, not sequence: deletion) that assumes an α-helix

in one structure and a β-strand in the other. These α-helix <->

β-strand discrepancies distinguish sequence-similar fold switchers

from proteins that either shorten/lengthen their pre-existing second-

ary structures[23] or unfold[24] in response to mutation. Furthermore,

since sequences with >70% aligned similarity are expected to assume

the same fold,[25] predicting secondary structure changes in

sequences at or above this threshold is a significant result.

With the wealth of non-redundant protein sequences currently

available,[26] we reasoned that even sequences with subtle differences

(i.e., one amino acid change) might align to alternative sequences in a

large database, providing potentially discriminatory structural informa-

tion. In other words, large sequence repositories could be

“crowdsourced” by search methods such as PSI-BLAST[27] to associ-

ate very similar query sequences with different sequences found by

the searches. These differential hits could then be leveraged to predict

structural differences between sequence-similar fold switchers.

We benchmarked our method on 19 experimentally validated pro-

teins from four different fold families with significant α-helix <-> β-strand

discrepancies, the most robust predictor of fold switchers found previ-

ously.[21] Specifically, we quantified α-helix <-> β-strand discrepancies

derived from three high-performing secondary structure predictors with

reasonably high accuracies: PSIPRED, 84%[28]; JPred4, 82%[29]; SPIDER3,

73%.[30] All three of these predictors query large sequence databases to

suggest the elements of secondary structure assumed by a given amino

acid sequence. JPred4 predictions showed significant α-helix <->

β-strand discrepancies in 14/19 cases, which we predicted to switch

folds. By comparison, only 1/207 sequence-similar single-fold proteins

(Figure 1) showed appreciable α-helix <-> β-strand discrepancies. Thus,

as a classifier this method yielded a Matthews Correlation Coefficient of

0.82, demonstrating its robustness. We then addressed the question of

why JPred4 predicted sequence-similar fold switchers much better than

PSIPRED and SPIDER3. We found that JPred4 had two prominent fea-

tures that distinguished it from the other two algorithms. The first was

its curated library used for PSI-BLAST[27] searches. Rerunning PSIPRED

and SPIDER3 using JPred4's library improved PSIPRED's predictions con-

siderably (2/4 correct as opposed to 0/4) and SPIDER3's predictions

slightly (1/4 correct as opposed to 0/4). JPred4's second distinguishing

feature was its use of HMMer[31,32] to generate sequence profiles.

HMMer is a software suite that generates profiles of multiple sequence

alignments (MSAs) using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), statistical

models with many biological applications.[33] Finally, we traced JPred4's

different secondary structure predictions back to unique sequences hit

by PSI-BLAST searches of one sequence-similar fold-switched sequence,

but not another. Even sequences differing by just one amino acid yielded

unique PSI-BLAST hits.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Identification of sequence-similar fold
switchers

As previously,[5] we ran a BLAST[27] search of all PDBs from a culled

set (PISCES[34] list from 4/4/20 including all NMR structures and X-

ray/cryo-EM structures with a minimum resolution of 3.0 Å and a

maximum R-value of 0.3; all sequences had ≤99% identity to one

another) against all other PDBs within the set. Secondary structure

annotations of each PDB, by DSSP,[35] were aligned in register with

their corresponding BLAST alignments and compared one-by-one,

residue-by-residue. A potential hit was required to have a continuous

region of at least 15 residues in which at least 50% of the residues

showed α-helix <-> β-sheet differences.

We classified the resulting protein pairs as sequence-similar fold

switchers if they satisfied the following criteria:

(1) Visual inspection confirmed significant differences in regular sec-

ondary structure. Specifically, the protein pair had to have at least

one aligned region where one protein segment folded into an

α-helix while the other folded into a β-strand. This requirement

was based on our previous work[21] showing that α<->β discrep-

ancies appear to be the strongest predictor of fold switching when

using homology-based secondary structure predictors.

(2) Both structures were reported in the published literature.

2.2 | Secondary structure predictions of sequence-
similar fold switchers

All amino acid sequences from 19 sequence-similar fold switchers were

downloaded from the Protein Data Bank[6] (PDB) and saved as individ-

ual FASTA[36] files. Separate secondary structure predictions were run

on each file using JPred4, PSIPRED, and SPIDER3. JPred4 predictions

were run remotely using a publicly downloadable scheduler available on

the JPred4 website (http://compbio.dundee.ac.uk/jpred/); jnetpred pre-

dictions were used for all calculations unless specified otherwise

(IE JNET_HMM and JNET_PSSM predictions specified in JPred4's

robustness results from its sequence database and HMMer profiles). SPI-

DER3 calculations were performed on the Spark's Lab webserver

(https://sparks-lab.org/server/spider3). PSIPRED calculations were run

on their webserver (http://bioinf.cs.ucl.ac.uk/psipred/). Secondary

structure predictions from .jnetpred (JPred), .horiz files (PSIPRED), and .

spd33 files (SPIDER3) were converted into FASTA format. Each residue

was assigned one of three secondary structures: “H” for helix, “E” for

extended β-strand, and “C” for coil. Chain breaks were annotated “-.”
PDB IDs from each family of sequence-similar fold switchers were as

follows: Cro/cI: 3BD1, 5W8Y, 2PIJ, 5W8Z; NusG/RfaH: 2OUG and
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2LCL, GA/GB: 2LHC, 2LHG, 2KDL, 2JWS, 2JWU, 2KDM, 2LHD, 2LHE;

KaiB: 5JYT, 2QKE, 4KSO, 1WWJ, 1R5P. We included all KaiB variants

from cyanobacteria presuming that they all switch folds, though this has

only been shown explicitly for S. elongatus. We excluded KaiB PDBs

5JWT and 5JWO because they are in complex with KaiC, which is

believed to stabilize their fold-switched form; their apo forms are not

available in the PDB. Sequence similarities were calculated using the

McLachlan Metric.[25,37] Cartoon diagrams of these sequence-similar

fold switchers (Figure 2) were made using PyMOL.[7]

2.3 | Single-fold protein families

High-identity single-fold protein families were acquired by running

three rounds of PSI-BLAST on the whole PDB using three query pro-

teins from different fold families: GB (1GB1, chain A, α/β grasp fold),

the Fyn-SH3 domain (1FYN, chain A, β-barrel fold), and myoglobin

(1MCY, chain A, α-helical bundle fold) and retrieving all hit sequences

with ≥75% aligned identity to their respective queries (allowing for

slightly more sequence variation between hits than between hit and

query). GB sequences with non-natural amino acids except

selenomethionine were excluded (4KGR, 4KGS, 4KGT, 4OZA, 4OZC,

6 L91, 6L9B, 6L9D, 6LJI). This resulted in 207 unique sequences (37 GB

homologs, 36 SH3 homologs, and 134 myoglobin homologs). JPred4

was run on all 207 sequences using its mass submit scheduler (http://

www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/jpred4/api.shtml#massSubmit). PSIPRED

and SPIDER3 were run locally on all 207 sequences using both the nr

database and JPred4's curated database (more details below). We

allowed up to 10 000 alignments for each run and a minimum e-value

of 0.001 for PSIPRED (as suggested by its script runpsipred); no mini-

mum e-value was imposed for SPIDER3 in accordance with its script

run_list.sh. Three iterations of PSI-BLAST were run for both PSIPRED

and SPIDER3. SPIDER3 also requires inputs from HHBlits,[38] which we

ran locally using the Uniref20 library from 2/2016.

2.4 | Helix <-> strand discrepancies and
distribution

We generated family-specific multiple sequence alignments (MSAs)

using ClustalOmega[39] and obtained all pairwise alignments from the

F IGURE 2 We identified 4 families of sequence-similar fold
switchers: transcription repressors XFaso 1/XPH2 (A) Transcription/
translation factor RfaH (B) signaling protein KaiB (C) binding proteins
GA98/GB98 (D). Colored regions of each panel are fold-switched
regions. Gray regions are structurally unchanged between the two
conformations. Upper/lower sequences and secondary structures
correspond to protein structures on the left/right, respectively. Most
sequences were too long to fit on a single line. Lower sets of
sequences/secondary structures are a continuation of the sequences/
secondary structures above them
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resulting MSAs. Secondary structure predictions were re-registered

according to the resulting alignments and compared. Helix <-> strand

discrepancies between the predictions were summed and then normal-

ized by the minimum number of secondary structure annotations (helix

and sheet) in the two sequences compared. The fold-switching distribu-

tion in Figure 4 (plotted using Matplotlib[40]) was generated by averag-

ing the prediction discrepancies between a given sequence X with all

predictions from sequences in its family that (a) had experimentally

determined structures different from X and (b) had at least 70%

sequence similarity with X. This calculation was performed for all

sequences X (totaling 19). By contrast, the single-fold distribution was

generated by averaging the prediction discrepancies between a given

sequence Y with all predictions from sequences in its family (excluding

itself). This calculation was performed for all sequences Y (totaling 207).

2.5 | Secondary structure predictions and PSI-
BLAST searches using JPred4's sequence database

We downloaded JPred4's sequence database from: http://www.

compbio.dundee.ac.uk/jpred/about_RETR_JNetv231_details.shtml

After generating BLAST libraries from JPred4's database, we used

it to run three rounds of PSI-BLAST[27] locally (blastpgp for PSIPRED

and psiblast for SPIDER3) and generate predictions. We allowed up to

10 000 alignments for each run and a minimum e-value of 0.001 for

PSIPRED (as suggested by its script runpsipred); no minimum e-value

was imposed for SPIDER3 in accordance with its script run_list.sh.

SPIDER3 also requires inputs from HHBlits,[38] which we ran locally

using the Uniref20 library from 2/2016.

2.6 | JPred runs on common and unique sequences

Full JPred4 results (.TAR.GZ archives) for GA98/GB98, full-length

RfaH/RfaH CTD, and XPH1/XPH2 were downloaded from the JPred4

website (http://www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/jpred/). MSAs from their

.align files were compared; sequences that occurred in both .align files

were assigned to common profiles, while sequences that occurred in

just one .align file were assigned to unique profiles. HMMer profiles

of both common and unique profiles were generated by running:

(1) hmmbuild -fast -gapmax 1.0 -wblosum <output_hmm> <input_MSA>

(2) hmmconvert -p <input_hmm> <output_prf>

The output prf file was then converted to JPred4's HMM format by

transforming elements 1-24 (x) of its prf matrix using the sigmoid

function:

1

1 + e
−x
100

,

and retaining five significant digits after the decimal point. PSI-

BLAST PSSMs were generated by making libraries from the MSAs

of common and unique sequences and running three iterations of

PSI-BLAST (version 2.10) on those libraries using the query

sequences for making JPred predictions (i.e., the sequences of

GA98/GB98, full-length RfaH/RfaH CTD, and XPH1/XPH2). These

PSSMs were then converted to JPred4 PSSM format using the sig-

moid function:

1
1 + e−x

,

and retaining eight significant digits after the decimal point. The

resulting HMMer and PSSM profiles were used as inputs to the jnet

2.3.1 algorithm.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Identifying sequence-similar fold switchers

First, we sought to identify likely sequence-similar fold switchers, that

is, proteins with >70% sequence similarity but different folds

(Methods). To do this, we BLASTed[27] the amino acid sequences from

a culled set of >40 000 non-redundant PDB entries against one other.

Secondary structure annotations of all pairwise alignments with e-

values ≤1e-04 were compared, and their differences were quantified.

Protein pairs were queried for: (a) regions with different annotated

secondary structure (Methods) and (b) sequence similarity ≥70%.

Global and local RMSDs were then calculated for protein pairs that

satisfied these requirements. Local RMSDs were calculated using the

regions of the two proteins with different annotated secondary struc-

tures (Methods). Protein pairs with local/global RMSDs exceeding 5.0

and 3.0 Å, respectively, were then manually examined. Four protein

families fit our criteria (Figure 2, Methods), all of which have been

previously identified.[6,9,41,42]

Firstly, the Cro protein family has members with two different C-

terminal topologies: one largely composed of α-helices and the other

of β-strands, respectively[22] (Figure 2A). Proteins that assume both

folds are transcriptional repressors present in bacteriophages, and

two forms of sequence analysis-a PSI-BLAST search and transitive

homology modeling-suggest that the observed topological differences

likely arose from stepwise mutation.[22,43] These structural differences

appear to have functional consequences (Table 1): many β-strand Cro

proteins dimerize more strongly in solution, and their cognate opera-

tor affinities appear to be stronger than their α-helical homologs.[22]

This stronger dimerization may have evolved after the evolutionary

transition from the α-helical fold to the β-strand fold, however, leaving

open the question of whether the fold change fostered stronger

dimerization or whether the stronger dimerization resulted apart from

the change in fold.[44] The specific Cro variants shown in Figure 2A

are Xfaso 1 and XPH2, respectively. We note that another Cro vari-

ant, XPH1,[42] has higher sequence similarity to XPH2, but it also has

substantially less helical structure. Thus, we showed Xfaso 1 to high-

light structural differences while maintaining a high level of sequence

similarity.
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The second family of sequence-similar fold switchers are different

forms of the bacterial transcriptional regulator RfaH[6] (Figure 2B).

RfaH's N-terminal domain is a conserved NGN-like domain that binds

RNA polymerase (RNAP), fostering transcriptional readthrough. Its C-

terminal domain (CTD) folds into an α-helical bundle that occludes the

RNAP-binding site of its NGN-like domain. RfaH also specifically

binds the ops DNA consensus sequence. Remarkably, when RfaH

binds both ops and RNAP (known as the Transcription Elongation

Complex, or TEC), its CTD refolds into a β-barrel that binds the S10

ribosomal subunit, fostering efficient protein translation.[12] Thus, full-

length RfaH is classified as a single-sequence (extant) fold switcher.

Here, however, we focus on two different RfaH sequences: its auto

inhibited full-length form and its C-terminal domain expressed in iso-

lation. Under physiological conditions and in the absence of the TEC,

full-length RfaH's CTD folds into a stable α-helical bundle with an

undetectable population of its alternative β-barrel conformation.[12] In

contrast, its CTD expressed in isolation folds into a β-barrel able to

bind the S10 ribosomal subunit[6] (Table 1), also with no observable

evidence of fold switching. Thus, we focus here on RfaH's fold

switching as induced by domain insertion and deletion by comparing

RfaH's full-length, uninduced form with its CTD expressed in isolation.

To our knowledge, RfaH's CTD is the only known single-sequence

fold switcher that changes from one stable fold to another by includ-

ing/excluding a neighboring domain. Although domain insertion/dele-

tion is not the biologically relevant trigger for RfaH's fold switch (i.e.,

binding of TEC and ops), it is relevant to the question of how changes

in sequence can drive changes in protein fold and function.

Thirdly, KaiB plays a critical role in circadian clock regulation of

the cyanobacterium Synechococcus elongatus.[9] This circadian rhythm

is generated by KaiA, KaiB, and KaiC in the presence of Mg2+ and

ATP,[45] which produce a KaiC phosphorylation/dephosphorylation

cycle with a period of approximately 24 hours. Multiple lines of evi-

dence suggest that wild-type KaiB populates an inactive tetrameric

form in high abundance, while also populating a rare active form—a

monomer with a different fold. A total of six mutations to wild-type

KaiB (shown as the inactive tetramer “KaiB4” in Figure 2C) stabilized

KaiB in the rare monomeric form well enough for its structure to be

determined by solution NMR (“KaiB1” in Figure 2C). The engineered

protein KaiB1 binds to a KaiC subunit (CI) in two of its phosphorylated

forms, inactivating KaiA and allowing KaiC to be dephosphorylated[46]

(Table 1). Like RfaH, wild-type KaiB switches folds in vivo, making it a

single-sequence fold switcher. Here, however, we compare the

sequences of wild-type (“KaiB4”) with that of the engineered,

monomer-stabilized KaiB1, which differ by 6 amino acids and have dif-

ferent ground states, making them a pair of sequence-similar fold

switchers.

The fourth and final family of sequence-similar fold switchers, GA

and GB, arose from a combination of directed evolution and rational

protein design[47] (Figure 2D). Remarkably, this family - engineered

from two domains of Streptococcus (Lancefield group G) protein G -

contains variants that are 98% identical in sequence[41,48] (differing at

a single position) but maintain their native human serum albumin

(HSA) binding (GA98) and IgG binding (GB98) functions (Table 1).

We note that for the specific examples of sequence-similar fold

switchers shown in Figure 2, at least one member of each set did not

evolve naturally, but rather was engineered to either increase

sequence identity (Cro variants XPH2 and XPH1 [discussed later],

GA98, and GB98) or stabilize an alternative conformation (RfaHCTD and

KaiB1). We selected these examples to purposely highlight the high

degree of sequence identity possible while retaining distinct, structur-

ally characterized, folds. Nevertheless, three of these four protein

families have naturally occurring members with different folds and

lower (but still quite significant) sequence similarity. Specifically, P22

Cro and λ Cro have different folds but 40% aligned similarity.[43] Sec-

ondly, RfaH has a paralog, NusG, whose CTD assumes a β-barrel con-

formation that is not known to switch folds.[49] In contrast to RfaH,

NusG's CTD is involved in Rho-mediated transcription termination,

and it is not known to mask the RNAP binding site of its N-terminal

NGN domain as does RfaH's CTD. Finally, KaiB also has an ortholog in

Legionella pneumophila that adopts the same fold as KaiB1; this ortho-

log forms a dimer. Unlike S. elongatus, L. pneumophila is not known to

have a circadian clock, even though it has both KaiB and KaiC

orthologs in its genome.[50] These genes are transcribed under the

control of the stress factor RpoC, and they are not expressed in a cir-

cadian manner, again unlike their S. elongatus orthologs. Furthermore,

L. pneumophila KaiB does not interact with KaiC. Instead, these KaiB

and KaiC variants are probably involved in bacterial stress responses

to oxidation and changes in environmental sodium concentration.[50]

Sequence alignments of all three sets of homologs can be found in

(Table S1).

3.2 | JPred4 predicts fold switching in three out of
four families of sequence-similar fold switchers

We then turned to developing a computational approach that predicts

whether or not two proteins are sequence-similar fold switchers from

their sequences. To do this, we first tested whether homology-based

secondary structure predictors could suggest different secondary

structures for known pairs of sequence-similar fold switchers. Previ-

ous work suggests that discrepancies between homology-based sec-

ondary structure predictions and experimentally predicted protein

structures can indicate protein fold switching.[5,21] Here, we sought to

expand that work by comparing secondary structure predictions

between two similar sequences with different folds, potentially obvi-

ating the need for a solved protein structure.

To do this, we ran three high-performing, homology-based sec-

ondary structure prediction algorithms—JPred4,[29] PSIPRED,[51] and

SPIDER3[30]—on all solved structures of known pairs of sequence-

similar fold switchers. We then quantified α<->β prediction discrep-

ancies between these pairs, because previous work suggested that

these differences occur significantly more frequently for single-

sequence (extant) fold-switching proteins than for single-fold pro-

teins.[21] Significant prediction differences are evident for the GA/GB

family, Cro, and full-length RfaH/RfaH CTD, but not for KaiB

(Figure 3).
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3.3 | α<->β prediction discrepancies from JPred4
are significantly higher for sequence-similar fold
switchers than for single-fold protein families

Table 2 shows that JPred4 yields significantly higher α<->β discrepan-

cies for sequence-similar fold switchers than the previously published

value of 6% for single-fold proteins.[21] The other two predictors gave

much lower frequencies of α<->β discrepancies for sequence-similar

fold switchers, mostly within error of 0%. To test whether JPred4 sys-

tematically yields higher levels of α<->β discrepancies for sequence-

similar fold switchers than would be expected by chance, we ran it on

three sets of sequence-similar single-fold protein families (β-barrel,

α/β grasp, and α-helical bundle topologies) with solved structures and

≥70% pairwise identity. Only one sequence (3FIL, GB family) yielded

significant α<->β prediction discrepancies among the three families,

totaling 207 nonredundant sequences (Table 2).

3.4 | JPred4 robustly classifies sequence-similar
fold switchers

Because JPred4 appeared to discriminate between sequence-similar

fold switchers and sequence-similar single-fold proteins, we tested its

robustness as a classifier. To do this, we compared the distributions of

α/β prediction discrepancies for sequence-similar fold switchers with

the three sets of sequence-similar single-fold proteins described pre-

viously (Figure 4). We found that the distributions were very different,

with P < 1.8*10−19 (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). The percentage of

α<->β prediction discrepancies in 206/207 single-fold proteins fell

below a 5% threshold. In contrast, the proportion of α<->β prediction

discrepancies exceeded the 5% threshold for all sequence-similar fold

switchers, except for those within the KaiB fold family. In light of this

observation, we calculated the Matthews Correlation Coefficient[52]

for fold switchers and single-fold proteins at a 5% threshold and

found it to be 0.82 (good true positive detection and excellent true

F IGURE 3 Discrepancies between JPred4 secondary structure
predictions are apparent for sequence-similar fold switchers, except
KaiB. Predictions are shown in black; experimentally determined
secondary structures are shown according to the color scheme of
Figure 2. Identical residues are shown in black; non identical ones are
shown in gray

F IGURE 4 Secondary structure discrepancies from JPred4 are a
robust predictor of sequence-similar fold switchers. The distributions
of these discrepancies for sequence-similar fold switchers (green) and

sequence-similar single-fold proteins (gray) differ significantly
P < 1.8*10−19 (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Most (14/19) of the
sequence-similar fold switchers fall above the 5% discrepancy
threshold (dotted magenta line), while <1% (1/207) of sequence-
similar single-fold proteins fall above it. The Matthews Correlation
Coefficient for distinguishing fold switchers from single-fold proteins
at this threshold was 0.82
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negative detection). This result suggests that α<->β prediction dis-

crepancies calculated from JPred4 can potentially predict novel

sequence-similar fold switchers from their sequences alone.

3.5 | JPred4's robustness results from its sequence
database and HMMer profiles

Our previous results demonstrate that JPred4—but neither PSIPRED

nor SPIDER3—can robustly identify fold switchers from their

sequences. Thus, we sought to determine the factors that contribute

to JPred4's discriminatory power. We noted that, while all three

methods base their predictions upon position-specific scoring matri-

ces (PSSMs) generated from PSI-BLAST searches, JPred4 differs from

both PSIPRED and SPIDER3 in two ways: (a) it runs PSI-BLAST on a

curated version of Uniprot90 that diminishes sequence

redundancy,[53] and (b) it supplements the PSI-BLAST-generated

PSSM with HMMer profiles[31] from specially generated multiple

sequence alignments.[53] Therefore, we hypothesized that these dis-

tinguishing factors might contribute to JPred4's ability to discriminate

between sequence-similar fold switchers and single-fold proteins - in

sharp contrast to the two other algorithms.

First, we sought to determine whether JPred4's curated database

improved its ability to identify sequence-similar fold switchers. To do

this, we ran PSIPRED and SPIDER3 using the PSSMs generated by

running three rounds of PSI-BLAST on the JPred4 database

(Methods). Upon using this database, PSIPRED produced significant

α<->β discrepancies in all fold families except for GA/GB, and SPI-

DER3 produced significant α<->β discrepancies for the Cro fold family

(Table 3). Thus, changing the sequence database had a significant

effect on PSIPRED's ability to predict fold switching and a more mod-

est effect on SPIDER3.

Since neither PSIPRED nor SPIDER3 could predict fold switching

of the GA/GB family-even with JPred4's curated sequence database-

we hypothesized that HMMer profiles might have contributed to

JPred4's ability to discriminate between the highly identical sequences

in this family. JPred4's overall prediction (jnetpred) is derived from two

separate components: a prediction based on a HMMer profile

(JNETHMM), and a separate prediction based on a PSI-BLAST-

generated PSSM (JNETPSSM). Upon examining JPred4's jnetpred pre-

dictions for all members of the GA/GB family, we found that the region

of the protein with differing secondary structure predictions (helix/

strand 1) was positively correlated with the JNETHMM prediction

(Pearson Correlation Coefficient: 0.63) and negatively correlated with

the JNETPSSM prediction (Pearson Correlation Coefficient: −0.68).

Thus, we conclude that HMMer profiles contribute to JPred4's ability

to discriminate between the GA/GB folds. Taken together, our results

demonstrate that both JPred4's sequence database and its use of

HMMer profiles contribute to its effectiveness at detecting secondary

structure differences between sequence-similar fold switchers.

TABLE 1 Functions of sequence-similar fold switchers

Function 1 Function 2

Cro α-helix/Cro
β-sheet

Often form weaker

dimers and have

weaker operator-

binding affinities

Often form stronger

dimers and have

stronger operator-

binding affinities

RfaHNTD + CTD/

RfaHCTD

Regulates NTD's

transcriptional

activities by

masking its RNAP

binding site and

binds S10

ribosomal subunit,

fostering efficient

translation

Binds S10 ribosomal

subunit, fostering

efficient translation

KaiB1/KaiB4 Binds KaiC CI

domain, KaiA, and

CikA

Inactive tetramer

GA98/GB98 Binds Human Serum

Albumin

Binds Immunoglobulin G

TABLE 2 α<->β prediction discrepancies (mean ± SD) for fold
switchers (top 3 rows) and single-fold proteins (bottom 3 rows)a

JPred4 (%) PSIPRED (%) SPIDER3 (%)

RfaHb 44 4 0

Cro 19 ± 2 0 ± 0 11 ± 8

KaiB 0 ± 0 0 ± 1 0 ± 0

GA/GB 17 ± 2 8 ± 8 3 ± 2

SH3-likec 0 ± 0 4 ± 2 0 ± 0

Myoglobin-likec 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 0 ± 0

α/β-graspc 1 ± 2 4 ± 2 9 ± 6

aShaded entries exceed the reported error of 6% for homology-based

secondary structure predictors.
bError for RfaH could not be determined because only one measurement

of α<->β prediction discrepancies could be taken.
cFamilies of sequence-similar fold switchers.

TABLE 3 Percent α<->β discrepancies of PSIPRED and SPIDER3
using the JPred4 sequence database

PSIPRED with
JPred4 DB (%)

SPIDER3 with
JPred4 DB (%)

Cro 10 ± 4 17 ± 1

RfaHa 21 0

KaiB 1 ± 1 0 ± 0

GA/GB 1 ± 1 7 ± 7

SH3-likeb 0 ± 0 0 ± 0

Myoglobin-likeb 0 ± 0 0 ± 0

α/β-graspb 4 ± 2 6 ± 5

aError for RfaH could not be determined because only one measurement

of α<->β prediction discrepancies could be taken.
bShaded entries exceed the reported error of 6% for homology-based

secondary structure predictors.
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3.6 | Sensitive sequence crowdsourcing
contributes to JPred4's ability to predict sequence-
similar fold switchers

Although our previous results pinpoint features of JPred4 that allow it

to predict different secondary structures for sequence-similar fold

switchers, they do not explain the precise ways in which the features

contribute. We hypothesized that JPred4's PSI-BLAST searches yield

unique hits, even for highly identical query sequences—with these

unique hits causing it to generate different secondary structure pre-

dictions. To test this hypothesis, we developed the following strategy

(Figure 5):

F IGURE 5 A strategy for determining whence different JPred4 secondary structure predictions arise. Step 1 shows a subset of sequences

from the multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) that JPred4 generates from PSI-BLAST searches. Green sequences were in MSAs from both
XPH1 and XPH2; magenta sequences were unique to either XPH1 or XPH2. Step 2 depicts the common and unique sequences being
converted to profiles. We generated these profiles from HMMer[32] and PSI-BLAST[27] using the same methodology as JPred4 (Methods). In
step 3, we input profiles into JPred4 and compare their secondary structure predictions; α-helices are rounded rectangles, and β-strands are
arrows. A region of α-helix <-> β-strand discrepancy is highlighted in a blue box. Percent α-helix <-> β-strand discrepancies are quantified and
compared in Step 4. JPred4 predicts substantially higher levels of α-helix <-> β-strand discrepancies from unique sequence profiles than from
common ones
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(1) Compare the multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) that JPred4

generates for a given pair of sequence-similar fold switchers.

(2) Separate sequences that are common among both alignments and

sequences that are unique to a specific alignment; make profiles

from these different sets of sequences.

(3) Run JPred4 on profiles generated from the common sequences

and unique sequences.

(4) Quantify α<->β prediction discrepancies from both sets of

sequences and compare.

To assess the robustness of this strategy, we tested it on the most

similar pairs of sequence-similar fold switchers from all 3-fold families for

which JPred4 predicted significant α<->β discrepancies. In all three cases,

JPred4 predicted substantially larger α<->β discrepancies from the unique

sequence profiles than from the common profiles (Figure 5). Given that all

protein pairs with α<->β prediction discrepancies from JPred4 had at least

one unique sequence in at least one alignment (Table S2), these results

strongly suggest that JPred4 associates highly similar query sequences

with unique hits using highly sensitive PSI-BLAST searches. The profiles

generated from these searches cause it to output different secondary

structure predictions. We note that different sequence hits do not guar-

antee a different secondary structure prediction, however. For instance,

all members of the KaiB family (Table S2) yield exactly the same second-

ary structure predictions in spite of hitting different sequences in PSI-

BLAST. Further study will be needed to assess why JPred4 does not yield

different predictions for sequence-similar KaiB variants.

4 | DISCUSSION

Although most proteins with high levels of sequence identity tend to

adopt the same folds and perform the same functions, a number of

exceptions have emerged,[3,5,16] including sequence-similar fold

switchers, defined here to have sequences with ≥70% aligned similarity

but regions with different secondary structure (α-helices in one confor-

mation replaced by β-strands in the other). Accurately predicting

sequence-similar fold switchers from their genomic sequences would

be useful because there are biologically relevant examples of proteins

with highly similar sequences that assume different secondary struc-

tures associated with disease[54] or different cellular behaviors.[55]

This paper reports only a handful of sequence-similar fold

switchers: the only ones that we could identify with large shifts from

α-helix<->β-sheet. Nevertheless, we developed a promising sequence-

based predictor that predicts fold switching in three of the four fami-

lies of sequence-similar fold switchers analyzed here. To our knowl-

edge, this is the first sequence-based predictor of sequence-similar

fold switchers to be reported in the literature. Furthermore, although

several previous studies have made successful predictions of the con-

formations of the GA/GB family of sequence-similar fold

switchers,[20,56] to our knowledge, this is the first study that success-

fully predicts fold changes in three diverse fold families using the

same sequence-based approach.

Further work remains to increase the accuracy of our method

since it did not identify fold switching in any members of the KaiB

family. These false negatives demonstrate that our method will not

identify all existing sequence-similar fold switchers. Nevertheless, the

robustness of our statistics suggests that similar sequences are likely

to assume different folds if their JPred4-derived secondary structure

predictions have significant α-helix <-> β-sheet discrepancies (espe-

cially >20%, since there were no false positives at or above that

threshold, Figure 4). Thus, we believe that this method is sufficient to

foster the discovery of more sequence-similar fold switchers.

We anticipate that the additional information gained by identify-

ing more fold switchers—through this method and others—will inform

more robust and generalizable predictions in the future. Currently our

method, though fairly robust, has three clear limitations. Firstly, it

requires a collection of diverse homologs for a given protein to yield

good predictions. Thus, it would likely not yield robust predictions for

orphan proteins, for instance. Secondly, it can only identify fold

switchers whose conformational differences involve substantial

changes in secondary structure from α-helix <-> β-sheet. Other types

of fold switching—such as shifts in β-sheet register observed in

Lymphotactin[10] or the extension of secondary structures observed in

β-pores[57]—will not be detected. Thirdly, this method uses a

homology-based algorithm as the basis of its predictions. While

JPred4 is a state-of-the-art secondary structure predictor, it can only

be as good as current knowledge of protein structure. Indeed, our

method uses the inconsistencies in Jpred4 predictions to identify fold

switchers. Furthermore, JPred4, like all other homology-based sec-

ondary structure predictors, runs on the assumption that proteins can

adopt only one stable secondary structure configuration, though this

is not the case for single-sequence fold switchers. The way forward is

to identify and experimentally characterize more sequence-similar and

single-sequence fold switchers. Then more informed, physically based

methods can be developed.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

Our results show that the conformational variability of sequence-similar

fold switchers can be predicted from their sequences with considerable

accuracy using the rapid homology-based secondary structure predictor

JPred4. This method can potentially identify new sequence-similar fold

switchers from hundreds of millions of genomic sequences. Further-

more, we are optimistic that this method can serve as a steppingstone

to develop an accurate, high-throughput algorithm for predicting more

single-sequence fold-switching proteins from their sequences.
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